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Almost 100 years ago,

KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom  
fittings using traditional methods  

of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality, 
reliable fixtures of timeless design, this  

expertise formed the foundation of KLUDI. 
From the tradition as a faucet specialist, the

goal was created to combine the highest 
quality of use and perfect design in a unique 

way. Thus the claim Water in Perfection  
finds unmistakable expression in our products 

as well as in all services we provide for our  
customers. It inspires and drives 

 
our future activities.



Since 1926, we at KLUDI have  

been focusing on what we do best: the 

development and manufacture of quality 

fittings. We actually developed many of 

the features found in modern fittings.  

For example the multi-connection, or  

the KLUDI E-GO, the world’s first hybrid  

sensor fitting for kitchen sinks. We hold 

over 100 patents for our fittings, a tes-

tament to our inventiveness. Our aim  

is to make good products even better  

with innovative solutions and continue  

to optimise their benefits for our users. 

That starts with helping  plumbers and 

designers as well as bathroom and kitchen  

specialists. We want to simplify the day-

to-day work of their profession. That  

was our mission when we developed  

our KITCHEN COMPETENCE concept – 

improving clarity and success in consult-

ing and sales.

 Reliable functions,
 perfect form,
top performance  
 since 1926

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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Benefits for you
Brand quality from the  
fittings specialist

QUALITY

MADE IN GERMANY

5-YEAR

MANUFACTURER’S  

GUARANTEE

10-YEAR

AVAILABILITY GUARANTEE

FOR SPARE PARTS

From product development and in-house tool  

construction all the way to final assembly by  

hand, the KLUDI teams ensure that all our fittings 

meet the strictest finishing, functionality and  

durability demands.

Performance for Life



Kitchen Competence is what we call  
our new, unique range concept. Our goal: 
Making it easier than ever before for  
you and your customers to choose the 
perfect kitchen fitting, leaving nothing  
to be desired. Clearly structured and  
easy to understand according to the 
functional requirements and the design 
preferences of your customers.

KITCHEN
COMPETENCE
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COMFORT

Provides all the features  

needed for everyday use

COMFORT PLUS

Meets sophisticated needs 

by combining basic  

and additional features

EXCELLENCE

Meets the highest  

expectations by combining basic 

features with exclusive additional 

features

M-LINE

Mainstream / priority market segment

L-LINE

Lean / L-shaped

C-LINE

Curved / C-shaped
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When developing our solutions and ranges for bathrooms and 

kitchens, we have always been driven by the desire to add appreciable 

value for you: We want to make your work easier and help you keep your  

customers satisfied. That was also our aim for the new kitchen range.

The three function levels COMFORT, COMFORT PLUS  and  

EXCELLENCE let you meet all of your customers needs from a single 

source. Combined with M-, L- or the C-LINE, you cover all popular de-

sign styles, leaving nothing to be desired. That effectively saves you 

time, both for initial sales and aftermarket business, while also giving 

you the benefit of excellent brand quality.

Performance for Life



M-LINE L-LINE C-LINE

KLUDI MIX M2 STEEL OBJEKTA TRENDO SCOPE L STEEL L-INE L-INE S E-GO
BINGO
STAR

BINGO
STAR XS

COMFORT Swivel spout

COMFORT
PLUS

Pull-out spout

Dish sprayer

Multi-connection 

Front window assembly 

EXCELLENCE Sensor

 These products are available in high-pressure and low-pressure versions.

Simply scan the QR code  

to explore the full range  

of kitchen products on  

our website.

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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M-LINE L-LINE C-LINE

KLUDI MIX M2 STEEL OBJEKTA TRENDO SCOPE L STEEL L-INE L-INE S E-GO
BINGO
STAR

BINGO
STAR XS

COMFORT Swivel spout

COMFORT
PLUS

Pull-out spout

Dish sprayer

Multi-connection 

Front window assembly 

EXCELLENCE Sensor

 These products are available in high-pressure and low-pressure versions.

Product overview



COMFORT
Optimal  
functional benefits  
in everyday life

COMFORT does everything  

a fitting should, whether  

for classic fitted kitchens,  

or for kitchen islands.

Three function levels 
for all requirements

You know from your own experience:  

As customers become more exacting, ranges often 

become less clear. Our new KITCHEN COMPETENCE 

range proves that doesn’t have to be the case. With 

its three function levels, we offer you a simple, clearly 

structured consulting tool, which helps you suggest the 

perfect fittings for customer needs. From basic functions 

to high-end requirements – our products make it easy  

for you to meet all of your customers’ requirements.  

See our product overview on page 8–9 for full details  

of the functions and fittings.

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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EXCELLENCE
Intelligent  
kitchen fittings

COMFORT PLUS
Exclusive 
operating experience

COMFORT PLUS goes beyond  

everyday requirements: the  

added functions make every  

use of the kitchen fitting an  

exclusive experience.

EXCELLENCE meets the most  

exacting expectations for  

operating convenience.  

Building on our basic functions, 

electronic features turn the  

fittings into intelligent helpers  

in your kitchen.

Three function levels 
for all requirements

Function levels



KLUDI EASY-FIT –  
better in every detail
Installation has  
never been easier

KLUDI CLICK-IT®

No need to make time-consuming threaded connections 

under the sink. All you have to do is place our lead-free 

counterweight for fittings with pull-out spouts around 

the hose and click it closed. You’re done in a matter of 

seconds!

KLUDI FIX-IT®

No tools are needed to fasten our shaft nut:  

Simply tightening it by hand is enough to make the 

fitting secure and stable. For additional stability,  

you can tighten the fastening bolts with a conven-

tional Allen key.

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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Our new CLICK-IT®, CLIP-IT® and DO-IT® features, 

and our new FIX-IT shaft mount appreciably reduce 

your installation workload. That saves you time –  

especially for larger projects – letting you make more 

of your day. We have labelled the fittings with our new 

features using the relevant symbols.

KLUDI CLIP-IT®

Complete the task by hand in seconds. The new  

CLIP-IT® quick coupler lets you simply connect  

the two hoses by hand. They form a precise and  

secure unit in no time. 

KLUDI DO-IT®

Awkward extensions are a thing of the past.  

The extra-long DO-IT® connecting hoses gives  

you the range you need. The 460-millimetre hose 

takes the water wherever it is needed.

EASY-FIT





Series

KLUDI MIX, M2, STEEL, OBJEKTA,  

TRENDO, SCOPE

   Contents

Pages 12–29  M-LINE

The design language of our M-LINE fittings is as clear and 

functional as their features. Anyone who appreciates a clear,  

subtle design will love its classic, elegant aesthetic. With their  

harmonious and straightforward design, M-LINE kitchen fittings 

blend perfectly into modern residential settings.

M-LINE
Classic, elegant aesthetic

M-LINE
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KLUDI MIX M2 STEEL OBJEKTA TRENDO SCOPE

COMFORT Swivel spout

COMFORT
PLUS

Pull-out spout

Dish  
sprayer

Multi- 
connection 

Front window 
assembly 

EXCELLENCE Sensor

  These products are available in both high-pressure and  

low-pressure versions.
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KLUDI MIX

Pages 18–25

STEEL

Page 30

TRENDO

Page 32

M2

Pages 26–29

OBJEKTA 

Page 31

SCOPE

Page 33

Page 30

M-LINE



KLUDI MIX is back – the proven all-rounder has  

been guaranteeing first-class functionality on kitchen  

sinks for over 30 years and embodies the excellent 

manufacturing quality of our kitchen fittings. With  

its gentle curves and straight lines, KLUDI MIX is a 

modern design classic, outlasting fads and fashions.  

Perfectly tailored for everyday kitchen work,  

the fitting comes with many different features  

like the multi-connector, the pull-out spout  

or bayonet function and is available with both  

closed and open levers. From spring 2022,  

a model with pull-out spray tap will be offered.

KLUDI MIX
 The classic with  
highest functionality 

NEW

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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KLUDI MIX
 The classic with  
highest functionality 

KLUDI MIX



KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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SIMPLE HANDLING

Our new FIX-IT® shaft mount ensures  

that the fitting is secure and stable  

no matter which installation version is selected.  

Simply tighten the shaft nut hand-tight. 

REDUCED WORKLOAD

Our extra-long DO-IT®  

connecting hoses save you the  

time-consuming job of adding extensions  

and reduce your accessory inventory.

Installation has never been  
easier – EASY-FIT appreciably  
reduces your installation workload,  
so KLUDI MIX can be installed  
in no time at all.

TOOL-FREE  

INSTALLATION

Our innovative CLICK-IT®  

quick-assembly system makes it easy  

to install the counterweight by hand  

for fittings with pull-out spouts. 

INSTALLATION  

IN SECONDS

Our new CLIP-IT® quick coupling

for fittings with pull-out spout  

you can connect the hoses in seconds – 

without any tools.

Single lever  

sink mixer DN 15

329040575

KLUDI MIX offers  

a modern look  

combined with  

practical functionality.

KLUDI MIX



Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

open lever

329040562

The ergonomic handle was designed for  

effective work at the sink. Whether your  

hands are soapy or dirty, the fitting is easy  

to operate, even with just one finger.

Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

closed lever

329040575

Alternative look: With its minimalist lines,  

the closed lever gives the KLUDI MIX  

a more dynamic look.

Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

closed lever

329430575

Almost invisible – the flexible  

pull-out spout maximises freedom  

of movement, even at double sinks 

and allows users to do everyday  

tasks, like filling pots and other  

vessels, where the cooking is done.

AN ABUNDANCE OF 

SPACE AT THE SINK

 

With its 360° swivel spout,  

KLUDI MIX is also suitable  

for double sinks.

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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KLUDI MIX
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Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

closed lever

329043975

The classic in a fashion-forward design.

Its matt black surface offers impressive 

colour depth and great durability.

With its matt black surface,  
KLUDI MIX adds a stylish touch and  
gives a unique look to every kitchen.

KLUDI MIX



The new KLUDI M2 series features a sophisticated  

design, bringing clear and clean lines to the kitchen. 

The combination of the extremely streamlined,  

dynamic spout with the slimline lever gives the fitting 

its modern, fresh look, making it ideal for youthful,  

urban kitchen environments. The KLUDI M2 has  

innovative EASY-FIT features to effectively simplify 

handling during installation.

M2
Modern geometry  
and elegant design

NEW

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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M2



Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

595740575

The spout’s tall design gives it a dynamic  

stylistic idiom while offering more space  

in the kitchen: the added clearance makes  

it easier to work with large pots.

EASY-FIT for appreciably  
easier installation – extra-long  
DO-IT® connecting hoses  
and our FIX-IT® shaft mount  
make your work much easier.

AN ABUNDANCE OF 

SPACE AT THE SINK

 

With its 360° swivel spout,  

KLUDI M2 is also suitable  

for double sinks.

SIMPLE HANDLING

Our new FIX-IT® shaft mount ensures  

that the fitting is secure and stable  

no matter which installation version is selected.  

Simply tighten the shaft nut hand-tight. 

REDUCED WORKLOAD

Our extra-long DO-IT®  

connecting hoses save you the  

time-consuming job of adding extensions  

and reduce your accessory inventory.

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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KLUDI STEEL’s design impresses with timeless  

symmetry and clear lines. Made of solid stainless 

steel, the fitting embodies durability. In everyday 

use, it can cope with the toughest conditions and 

offers a particularly easy-to-clean and hygienic 

surface. The radially brushed finish highlights  

the elegant overall impression and is pleasant to  

the touch. The dish sprayer model can be changed 

from volume to shower spray with a gentle push 

on the button. This premium, timeless and elegant 

fitting blends harmoniously into modern kitchens, 

creating a clear, uncluttered feeling.

STEEL
Clear design and 
powerful elegance

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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OBJEKTA
Dynamic in form  
and function

Thanks to its timeless, classic design, KLUDI OBJEKTA 

blends particularly well into kitchens with a no-frills, 

modern look. With the tall base and the elegant, elon - 

gated body, the KLUDI OBJEKTA offers substantial 

space for working, even at small sinks. The dynamic 

lever design offers ergonomic convenience for perfect 

control of the water volume and jet intensity.   

Whether bayonet fitting, multi-connection or  

pull-out dish sprayer – its functionality combined  

with its classic shape makes KLUDI OBJEKTA the 

perfect component of numerous kitchen concepts  

of various sizes.

STEEL – OBJEKTA



KLUDI TRENDO is versatile and combines fine lines  

with impressive stability. The arched spout gives  

you an unrestricted working space, even on small  

sinks. The wide swivel range adds convenience. With  

its generous range of features like the spray function,  

the multi-connector or the bayonet connection,  

KLUDI TRENDO leaves nothing to be desired.

TRENDO
Timeless classics and 
great variety

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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SCOPE
Clear shape and  
optimal functionality

KLUDI SCOPE is characterised by its compact,  

cylindrical form that adds an elegant touch to small 

sinks. The dynamic swivel spout is highlighted by 

the precise opening angle of the lever and offers an 

optimal range of motion of 360° in its basic version. 

The fitting can be combined flexibly with various sink 

types: Available in a variety of spout heights and 

function versions, KLUDI SCOPE meets a wide range 

of needs in the kitchen.

Performance for Life





Series

L STEEL, L-INE, L-INE S

   Contents

Pages 30–37  L-LINE

Precise geometry and pure, unadorned forms, reduced 

to the essentials reduced to the essentials, make the L-LINE 

fittings stylish elements in minimalist kitchen design. Their 

slimline, L-shaped spout embodies minimalism at its purest, 

and offers plenty of space for sinks.

L-LINE
Minimalism perfected

L-LINE



3636

L STEEL L-INE L-INE S

COMFORT Swivel spout

COMFORT
PLUS

Pull-out spout

Dish  
sprayer

Multi- 
connector

Front window 
assembly 

EXCELLENCE Sensor

  These products are available in both high-pressure and  

low-pressure versions.



L STEEL

Page 38–41

 L-INE S

Page 43

L-INE

Page 42

L-LINE



Minimalist design with maximum style – with its  

precise, straight lines and absence of superfluous  

details, KLUDI L STEEL is minimalism at its purest.  

Its sophisticated spout and its clear stylistic idiom 

give the fitting a beautifully light, yet sturdy ap - 

pear ance in conjunction with perfectly balanced  

proportions. Made of high-grade solid stainless  

steel, L STEEL is an impressive highlight in any  

exclusive kitchen.

L STEEL
Stainless steel to meet 
the highest demands

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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SIMPLE HANDLING

Our new FIX-IT® shaft mount 

 ensures that the fitting is secure 

and stable no matter which instal-

lation version is selected. Simply 

tighten the shaft nut hand-tight. 

REDUCED WORKLOAD

Our extra-long DO-IT®  

connecting hoses save you the  

time-consuming job of adding  

extensions and reduce your  

accessory inventory.

Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

45803F877

Authentic, sturdy, elegant –  

High-grade stainless steel surfaces  

are on trend in exclusive kitchens.

EASY-FIT appreciably reduces  
your installation workload –  
thanks to the DO-IT® connection  
and our FIX-IT® shaft mount  
for easy handling.

L STEEL



Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15

45803F877

Major bonus in kitchens:  

Stainless steel surfaces boast  

outstanding hygienic properties. 

AN ABUNDANCE OF  

SPACE AT THE SINK

 

The spout in the basic  

version swivels 360°.  

The version with a  pull-out spout 

offers increased flexibility with  

a swivel radius of 180°.

SUSTAINABLE THANKS TO

ECOPLUS

An ingenious solution for more  

energy efficiency. When the lever 

is in the vertical standard position, 

the water is always cold, unlike 

conventional fittings. 

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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L STEEL



The tall spout and the L-shape make the KLUDI L-INE 

a stylish design feature. Round, harmonious shapes 

define the overall look of the series. The pull-out  

telescopic spout expands the range of motion, allow-

ing the fitting to conveniently reach the entire working 

area around the sink. The gentle laminar jet is easy  

to control with the slender lever and ensures that the 

water does not splash when it hits the sink.  

Whether classic one-hole or stylish two-hole fittings: 

The fine lines and clean design of KLUDI L-INE make 

it ideal for modern, minimalist kitchens. Now available 

with a matt black surface.

L-INE
Functionality in  
perfect form

NEW

4
2
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KLUDI L-INE S is our re-interpretation of the classic  

L shape. The design follows a traditional line and  

looks powerful, yet delicate. One example of this  

is the ergonomically positioned, particularly broad 

handle lever that makes operation more convenient. 

The slender pull-out spout also highlights the fitting’s 

minimalist nature. For even more design scope, your 

customers can choose between different surfaces 

based on their personal taste: pure chrome, a combi-

nation of white and black chrome and, now available, 

elegant matt black.

L-INE S
A clear statement in 
modern kitchens

Performance for Life





Series

E-GO, BINGO STAR,  

BINGO STAR XS

   Contents

Pages 38–43  C-LINE

C-LINE
Expressive character

The C-LINE fittings stand out with their clear contours 

and expressive character, adding archi tectural touches to the 

kitchen sink. The tall, slimline spout in particular makes a last-

ing impression. By offering an abundance of space, it makes 

working at the kitchen sink simpler and more convenient.

C-LINE
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E-GO
BINGO
STAR

BINGO
STAR XS

COMFORT Swivel spout

COMFORT
PLUS

Pull-out spout

Dish  
sprayer

Multi- 
connection 

Front window 
assembly 

EXCELLENCE Sensor

  These products are available in both high-pressure and  

low-pressure versions. 



E-GO

Pages 48–49

BINGO STAR XS

Page 51

BINGO STAR

Page 50

C-LINE



The intelligent KLUDI E-GO kitchen fitting is a perfect 

symbiosis of high-tech solutions made in Germany, 

functional operating convenience and sophisticated  

aesthetics. With its intuitive sensor technology, it 

keeps users’ hands free and the fitting sparkling and 

clean. That makes it the world’s first hybrid fitting 

for kitchen sinks, giving your customers freedom to 

choose between contact-free and manual operation.

E-GO
Smart  
aesthetics

KITCHEN COMPETENCE
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More hygiene, more convenience.  
The integrated sensor technology,  
means KLUDI E-GO can always  
stay clean and dry, even when the  
user’s hands are dirty or wet.

Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15 

422050575

The white, flexible and removable 

hose spout expands the range of 

motion at the sink for maximum  

operating convenience.

Single lever kitchen sink mixer DN 15 

422000575

Simple to retrofit: The KLUDI E-GO 

battery-powered version is ideal for 

retrospective installation.

E-GO



The tall arched spout of the BINGO STAR not only 

makes it easier to fill large pots and vases, it also adds 

an elegant design highlight in the kitchen. Besides the 

dynamic design, the wide range of products, offering 

the perfect solution for every installation situation,  

is remarkable. The flexible hose arch of the functional  

double arch spout version adds even more versatility 

by extending the fittings’ range of motion. In both  

BINGO STAR versions, the water flow is a gentle,  

no-splash laminar jet. Now available with a matt 

black surface.

BINGO STAR
Perfect functionality  
in an expressive shape

NEW

50
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KLUDI BINGO STAR XS is our modern interpretation 

of the classic arch shape. The slim arched outlet  

is subtle, but adds an eye-catching feature to any  

modern kitchen. The shortened handle is also com-

fortable to use and gives full control of water volume 

and temperature. The locking pull-out spout offers 

maximum freedom of movement at the sink and  

snaps into place audibly and perceptibly. The matt white  

and matt black surface versions create impressive and 

fascinating contrasts.

BINGO STAR XS
New lightness for 
your kitchen

NEW

BINGO STAR – BINGO STAR XS



KLUDI.COM is the perfect digital 
tool to simplify your everyday life 
– from planning and consulting, 
to sales and installation.

SHOWER DREAMS

PURE FUNCTION

SMART LUXURY

NEW WEBSITE

Simple and intuitive –  

Visit KLUDI.COM for a quick  

overview of all KLUDI products 

without a complex search.

Discover the other  

segments in our range  

on KLUDI.COM.

NEW
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